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A b s t r a c t 

S o m e commentators have suggested that, as corpora and data-mining software improve, 
the role of the human lexicographer may gradually b e c o m e less central, perhaps 
reaching a point where the lexicographer's main function is to 'package' a linguistic 
description that has been arrived at primarily through the interaction of smart software 
and high-quality data. This paper takes an almost opposite view, and argues that the vast 
amounts of information now available to us - while a wonderful resource that will 
underpin much more reliable dictionaries - will call for even more highly-skilled and 
l inguist ical ly-aware editors, whose role in interpreting the data and synthesising 
dictionary text from it becomes ever more demanding. 

1 . W h a t a r e l e x i c o g r a p h e r s f o r ? 

'In lexicography, as in other arts, naked science is too delicate for the purposes of 
life' 

Samuel Johnson, The Plan of a Dictionary MAI. A 

The year 2001 is an appropriate moment for us to be thinking about the power 
and capability of computers . Arthur C. Clarke ' s futuristic novel, 2001- A Space 
Odyssey, imagined a machine that could hold conversations and think for itself -
or at least s imulate this process convincingly enough to give the impression of 
be ing truly in te l l igent . Wi th in the b roade r deba te about the potential for 
computers to learn, exercise judgment , and even have consciousness - which is 
often associated with Alan Tur ing ' s famous paper (Tur ing 1950), where he 
poses the quest ion 'Can machines think? ' - there is a more localized issue of 
special interest to those of us who write dictionaries. In essence, it is this: given 
the ever- increas ing capaci ty of computers to store vast amounts of l inguistic 
data, coupled with the growing sophistication of the software tools available for 
analyzing this data, can we now foresee a t ime when human beings will play 
only a subordinate, organizing role in the process of producing descriptions of 
languages? 
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The question has been asked before. Gregory Grefenstet te , for example , 
poses the question 'Will there be lexicographers in the year 3000?' (Grefenstette 
1998), and outlines a series of software routines, all of them already possible 
and most now in regular use , which go a long way towards au tomat ing the 
process of l inguistic data analysis. Grefenstet te concedes that 'so long as 
[dictionaries] are printed w e will need the reasoned condensat ions that only 
lexicographers provide' (ibid. 39) But the implication is that for online reference 
works, where there are fewer constraints on the size of the data store, the human 
contr ibut ion may indeed become rather marginal - hardly an encourag ing 
outlook for the professional (human) linguist or lexicographer. As far back as 
1987, John Sinclair c la imed that 'a fully automatic dict ionary is [now] at the 
design stage' (Sinclair 1987. 152), which I take to mean a dict ionary whose 
descr ip t ion of l anguage is achieved pr imar i ly th rough the in terac t ion of 
intelligent software and large corpora, with minimal intervention by humans . In 
this model —I am making some assumptions here since Sinclair's paper does not 
go into detail about the 'automatic dict ionary' - the computer would analyze 
huge volumes of corpus da ta and thus arrive at reliable general izat ions about 
those l inguis t ic fea tures (meanings , syn tac t ic b e h a v i o u r , co l l oca t i ona l , 
preferences, register-specific uses, and so on) that appeared to be most typical of 
the language be ing s tudied 1 . One of the a t t rac t ions of this model (to its 
proponents, at least) is that it eliminates from the process the exercise of human 
intuitions about language, which, we are frequently told, are too partial and too 
subjective to be a reliable guide to the way people really speak and write. What 
is envisaged here , then, is a scenario in which the increas ing power and 
sophistication of machines goes hand in hand with a corresponding reduction in 
the role of the human editor. 

Much of this looks very plausible and might also (if they were to hear about 
it) be as attractive to publishing managers as the idea of virtual actors is to 
Hollywood producers. My argument in this paper, however, is that the growing 
contr ibution of compu te r s to the lexicographic process will entail not the 
progressive 'de-skill ing' of lexicographers but - paradoxical ly , perhaps - an 
even greater need for skilled human editors with a good grounding in relevant 
linguistic disciplines and highly developed intuitions about language. In other 
words , for the foreseeable future there will still be a d e m a n d for ord inary 

See also Barnbrook (1996: 136), who puts a little more flesh on the bones of this idea: 'The 
provision of NLP capability within the basic lexicographic tools could ... assist in the 
production of definitions and the selection of suitable example texts. Ultimately ... any changes 
in the behaviour of words could automatically be detected and assessed by the software.' 
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lexicographers - and of course an even greater demand for extraordinary ones 
like Sue Atkins. 

2 . T h e c o r p u s r e v o l u t i o n 

T h e technical deve lopments that have transformed lexicography over the past 20 
years need little elucidation here, and are in any case described elsewhere in this 
v o l u m e (see especia l ly Kilgarriff and Tugwel l ) . Wri t ing in a recent edition of 
the EL Gazette (the t rade journal of the English language teaching profession), 
E L T writer Michael Lewis made the incontrovertible point that 'the first Cobuild 
project changed the face of dict ionary-making' . It did so by establishing a new 
p a r a d i g m in w h i c h co rpo ra of na tura l ly -occur r ing text would provide the 
p r imary data source for all good dict ionar ies . Though pockets of resis tance 
remain (notably a m o n g some of the major U .S . dictionary publishers) , corpus 
l ex icography is regarded as a given within my own subfield of pedagogical 
dic t ionar ies for learners of English as a Second Language . (In the rest of this 
paper , references to dict ionaries and dict ionary-making will generally relate to 
this branch of l ex icography . ) The small , 7-mil l ion-word corpus of the early 
Cobu i ld years , wi th its static concordance pr intouts generated in a one-off 
opera t ion by an industr ia l -s t rength mainframe, has given way to a situation 
where hundreds of mil l ions of words of text can be stored, and queried in real 
t ime in a variety of ways , on any inexpensive personal computer . Against this 
background , the focus in corpus lexicography has begun to move away from 
issues such as the size and composit ion of corpora (which preoccupied us in the 
1980s and 1990s) t o w a r d s the newer cha l l enges of how best to extract 
l ex icograph ica l ly r e l evan t information from very large text da tabases . For 
l ex icographers , too , h a v e to deal with their own par t icular f lavour of that 
besett ing problem of contemporary life, information overload. 

T o put this in perspect ive : a dict ionary-wri ter working with a 200-mill ion-
w o r d corpus w o u l d h a v e access to a round 1500 c o n c o r d a n c e l ines for a 
medium-frequency word like forge, 3500 lines for forgive, and 25,000 lines for 
forget. No human editor, even without the t ime constraints that inevitably apply 
to most dictionary projects, could make sense of this much data by scanning it in 
' t radit ional ' conco rdance format: hence the need for some form of automated 
summarizat ion. T h o u g h Church and Hanks ' famous 1989 paper turned out to be 
someth ing of a false d a w n for lex icographers , it pointed the way to a new 
generat ion of ' lexical profil ing' software that would analyze large corpora and 
produce statistical summaries of considerable delicacy. 
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Probably the best current example of this genre is Kilgarriff and Tugwell ' s 
'Word Sketch' software, whose features and implementat ion are fully explained 
elsewhere in this volume. It may, however, be worth adding a brief evaluation of 
its practical utility in a real lexicographic project, now that a comple te new 
dictionary (Rundell 2002) has been created by compilers who had access both to 
convent ional conco rdanc ing software and to Word Sketches for the core 
vocabulary of English. T h e original intention was that the Word Sketches would 
supplement existing resources, specifically by enhancing and streamlining the 
process of identifying salient collocates of var ious types (such as operat ing 
verbs or intensifying adverbials) for a given dict ionary headword. It quickly 
became clear, however, that for most editors the Word Sketches came to be the 
preferred starting point for looking at a word. What appeared at first to be a set 
of discrete lists, each focussing on a specific combinatorial frame, turned out in 
pract ice to be more than the sum of its par ts . For the Word Sketches , by 
encapsulat ing the key features of a word 's behaviour , provide editors with a 
c o m p a c t and r evea l ing snapshot wh ich c o n t r i b u t e s power fu l ly to the 
identification of word meanings (one of the hardest of all lexicographic tasks). 
Recent experience suggests, therefore, that lexical profiling software of this type 
may have quite significant methodological impl ica t ions for the pract ice of 
lexicography (see now Kilgarriff & Rundell 2002). 

Wi th mass ive v o l u m e s of text now at our d i sposa l , and even more 
sophisticated data-mining tools already under development (including the next 
incarnation of the Word Sketch software), it may appear that we are progressing 
steadily towards ever-greater au tomat ion of the d ic t ionary-making process . 
Could it be that those w h o insist on a cont inuing, and central, role for human 
language-analyzers are simply guilty of what Tur ing called the 'Heads in the 
Sand' tendency - a refusal to contemplate that machines can do our thinking for 
us because (in Turing 's caricature) 'the consequences of machines th inking 
would be too dreadful, [so] let us hope and bel ieve that they cannot do so' 
(Tur ing 1950. 444)? W h e n computer power au tomates processes that once 
involved enormous human effort, it is not surprising that there is some resistance 
among those who have invested so much of their t ime and effort in the manual 
process. 

The counter-argument , however, is that this 'linear' view of recent progress 
may misrepresent the reality. An al ternat ive (and for me, more persuas ive) 
interpretation is to see the process as cyclical rather than linear. According to 
this view, a corpus-dr iven approach to lexicography enables us to achieve a 
more reliable and more complete language description, and helps us to resolve 
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many of the problems that we were already grappling with. But in the process, it 
uncovers entirely new and unsuspected layers of complexi ty. Michael Stubbs 
recently made the point that 'Corpus linguistics provides quantities of data which 
were inconceivable a few years ago, so that it is not surprising that these data are 
n o w causing p rob lems of interpretation' (Stubbs 2 0 0 1 . 169, emphas i s mine) . 
Th i s is the terri tory we have now entered - a probabil is t ic world where we 
d i sce rn ' t endenc ies ' or ' no rms ' or wha t Pat r ick Hanks has often ca l led 
'preferences ' (e.g. H a n k s 2000a . 6) . The problems we have solved so far in 
c o r p u s l ex icography are - it now appears in h indsight - of a re la t ively 
straightforward type, main ly in the realms of observable 'fact'. And, crucially, 
they relate quite largely to already familiar linguistic categories. Progress here 
has , without question, been impressive, and the very real benefits for dictionary-
users should not be underes t imated . (Monol ingual dictionaries for learners of 
Engl i sh have been t ransformed almost beyond recognition.) But this does not 
necessar i ly bring us c loser to comple te unders tanding (whatever that means) . 
Rather , the process seems to be recursive: familiar problems get solved, and at 
the same time comple te ly new ways of interpreting the data arise. (Which of 
course is what makes corpus lexicography such an addictive occupation.) 

3 . I n t e r p r e t i n g d a t a ( 1 ) : l i n g u i s t i c s a n d l e x i c o g r a p h y 

So far we have mainly discussed the provision of data - in ever greater volumes 
and higher quality, and with increasingly smart software tools to facilitate its 
analysis . But Stubbs ' point about interpretation reminds us that linguistic data is 
mere ly the starting point . If data is the input, and dictionaries are the output, 
then - as Atkins shows with characteristic clarity - getting from one to the other 
entai ls two distinct s tages , which collect ively represent the process of corpus 
l ex icography : ana lys i s and synthes is (Atk ins 1993. 7-8). Ana lys i s , or the 
' interpretive' stage of d ic t ionary-making, involves a bot tom-up process whereby 
we attempt to discern and abstract the underlying order and regularity from what 
somet imes seems l ike the chaos of disparate individual instances of words in 
use . A longs ide the inc reas ing ly s ignif icant cont r ibut ion of computa t iona l 
l inguist ics to this task (see previous section) there is an important role too for 
theoretical linguistics, in helping lexicographers to develop frameworks that will 
gu ide this organiz ing p rocess . Paradoxical ly , the most valuable insights here 
tend to c o m e not from so-ca l led meta lex icographers (whose inf luence on 
lexicographic pract ice may be less profound than is somet imes imagined) but 
from linguists working within their own fields who 'do not tell lexicographers 
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what to do . . . [but] show us different ways of looking at language and word 
meaning, which we can take and adapt to our needs' (Atkins 1993. 29). 

Fields such as lexical semantics, prototype theory, pragmatics, and of course 
Sue Atkins ' own specialization, frame semantics, have already contributed very 
significantly to the way lexicographers analyze l anguage . A good recent 
example of the interaction between linguistic theory and lexicographic practice 
is the whole field of phraseology and the combinatory tendencies of words. An 
enormous amount of work has been .done in this area over the past 20 years or 
so, much of it exploit ing, and made possible by, the new availability of large 
corpora (for a good recent overview, see Cowie 1998). Consequently, we now 
have a far better understanding of phraseology, and especially of the central role 
of prefabricated units of language in the way that we store, p rocess , and 
art iculate language. T h i s research has filtered right through into l anguage-
teaching practice, through classroom-oriented books like Michael Lewis 's The 
Lexical Approach (Language Teaching Publ icat ions, 1993). And of course, it 
has direct re levance to d ic t ionary-making. Fo l lowing the theoret ical lead, 
dictionaries (especially those aimed at language learners) have moved towards a 
more phrasally-oriented approach, with greater emphasis on mult iword units of 
various types (see e.g. Rundell 1998. 320). 

In this context, it is worth looking briefly at two other fields that have not yet 
(as far as I know) had much impact on practical lexicography, but which may 
have much to offer. 

3.1. Semantic prosody 

The concept of semantic prosody originally surfaced in the work of Bill L o u w 
(Louw 1993), and was taken up by linguists such as John Sinclair, Michael 
Stubbs, and Michael Hoey . It describes the way that aspects of a word's meaning 
are often present in the surrounding text. Whi le collocation descr ibes the 
tendency of Word A to associate regularly with Word B, semant ic prosody 
characterizes the way that a whole semantic class may have a strong tendency to 
be associated with a given word. Thus, in a wel l-known example, Stubbs shows 
how the verb cause has a 'strongly negative semantic prosody' (Stubbs 1996. 
173): while the verb essentially means 'to make something happen', corpus data 
shows us that there is a very marked preference for it to be followed by a 
'negative' object, such as disruption, disease, death , or confus ion . Similarly 
Hoey , investigating the related word c o n s e q u e n c e , shows that the rat io of 
negative to positive adjectives modifying consequence is around 5 :1 , while for 
result it is 2:5. This leads to the observation that, in broad terms, c o n s e q u e n c e 
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has a clearly negat ive semantic prosody, and result a mainly posit ive one. The 
lexicographic s ignif icance of this is pointed up by Hoey's conclusion that 'only 
looking at the individual words [that is, at specific collocates] disguises a more 
powerful general izat ion ' (Hoey, in preparat ion) - and powerful generalizations 
a re , after all, p rec ise ly what lexicographers aim to discover and convey to 
dictionary users. 

Semant ic prosody, in concordance-scanning terms, involves looking a little 
further beyond the node word than lexicographers have become accustomed to 
do ing . Consider, for example , the frame: 

verb phrase + in front of 

the television 
the TV 

+ a game show 
EastEnders 
etc. 

C o r p u s data shows that while people sit at their computer screens ( implying 
purposeful interact ion) , they sit, sprawl, plonk themselves, vegetate, or curl up 
in front of their te levis ions (implying mindless passivity). Over and above all 
these frequently occurr ing verbs, the collocate of choice in these circumstances 
is, very clearly, the word s lump: 
heir peers back in Britain would be slumped in front of the telly as the g 
in search of mass entertainment or slump in front of the television, seek 
leading a sedentary life, sitting slumped in front of the television,los 

r instruments, and our leisure time slumped in front of a television set, 
re readily than a couch potato. But slumping in front of the television se 
for advice,while their husbands are slumped in front of the tenth re-run o 
de cheap entertainment for a public slumped in front of the telly. 

W e may not yet have worked out, in every case, how to reflect insights like 
this in dictionary text, but they clearly support Stubbs' more generally revealing 
obse rva t i on that 'a major f inding of corpus l inguis t ics is that p ragmat ic 
m e a n i n g s , inc lud ing eva lua t ive conno ta t ions , are more frequently conven
t iona l ly encoded than is often real ized ' (S tubbs 2 0 0 1 . 153). All of which 
presents interesting chal lenges for the lexicographic community. 

3.2. Metaphor 

T h o u g h Lakoff and Johnson ' s seminal text on this subject (Lakoff & Johnson 
1980) is over 20 yea r s old , the ramif icat ions of their work are only now 
beg inn ing to percola te d o w n into practical language- teaching mater ia ls 2 . The 
pedagogica l potent ia l of this view of metaphor is enormous , for at least two 

2 See for example Wright 1999, which draws heavily on Metaphors We Live By. 
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reasons. First, it helps the language learner to understand under lying language 
systems and perceive links between the formally unrelated lexical i tems through 
which particular concepts are lexicalized 3 . Secondly, an unders tanding of the 
most pervasive metaphors in a target language will facilitate both the decoding 
and the retention of previously unencountered vocabulary (see now Boers 2000, 
reporting a recent experiment) . The lexicographic implications of this - at least 
for those of us involved in producing learner's dictionaries - are jus t beginning 
to be exploited. To give one example : corpus data for the word c o n v e r s a t i o n 
includes lines like the following: 
e music while they ate and the conversation moved from the complexitie 
s were devoted to bringing the conversation round to the topic of food 
village. </p> One evening the conversation turned to commando raids d 
ized he was trying to lead the conversation away from her husband, to 
that she was able to steer the conversation in the direction that, how 
Desperately, Celia steered the conversation round to her and Brian 's 
gether easily, casually, the conversation drifting. Jane had shown 
returned with the drinks, the conversation returned to the antics per 
&equo </p> From knitting, the conversation moved, via dressmaking, 
s later the fun dried up. The conversation started to take a vaguely 
the suddenly intimate turn the conversation had taken. </p> " Nothing 
silence, wondering where the conversation was leading. </p> &quot I 

erage Cagliaritano without the conversation drifting round to the camp 
Word Sketch data for conversation points in the same direction, with the list 

of verbs where conversation is the subject including i tems such as d r i f t , 
revolve around, veer, wander, and m o v e . All of this prompts a Lakoff-and-
Johnson-s ty le hypothes is that 'A C O N V E R S A T I O N IS A J O U R N E Y ' (cf. 
Lakoff & Johnson 1980. 9Iff . ) , and sure enough, a wide range of other lexical 
items confirm that a metaphor of this type underlies a great deal of conversation-
related vocabulary in English. Consider, for example, expressions like these: 

I can't quite see where this argument is heading 
It was a useful meeting - we covered a lot of ground 
I feel you're on the wrong track here 
We eventually arrived at a conclusion 
The discussion drifted rather aimlessly 
I think you've wandered off the topic here 
We kept going round and round in circles 

Material of this type has now been introduced into a learner 's dict ionary 
(Rundell 2002) , in the form of usage notes showing how 4 0 or so of the 

3 For example, the various words and phrases encoding the notion of 'anger': Lakoff 1987: 380ff. 
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commones t metaphors in English are typically encoded in common words and 
phrases. This is a modest beginning, but another good example of the interaction 
of linguistic theory, corpus data, and lexicography. 

In all these cases , we see an iterative process at work: one set of data gives 
rise to a useful theoretical generalization, which in turn helps lexicographers and 
linguists to discern patterns and systems operating across much larger stretches 
of text. At the very least, this contr ibutes to the interpret ive stage of the 
dict ionary-making process, and in many cases the resulting insights are reflected 
in actual dictionary text. 

4 . I n t e r p r e t i n g d a t a (2 ) : t h i n g s c a n o n l y g e t f u z z i e r 

A m o n g the m a n y amaz ing revela t ions of corpus l inguis t ics , none is more 
striking than the recognit ion that almost every linguistic category one can think 
of is at best a pro to type . Long before the corpus revolut ion we were familiar 
wi th the not ion that objects cannot a lways be ass igned unambiguous ly to 
water t ight ca tegor ies , and instead we should think in te rms of 'degrees of 
category membersh ip ' . But just as there are prototypical (and less prototypical) 
b i rds and c u p s , s imi la r boundary p rob lems ar ise with famil iar l inguist ic 
ca tegor ies . Cri ter ia for descr ibing text- types, for example , have traditionally 
included the at tr ibute 'mode of discourse ' , which used to be seen as a binary 
choice be tween spoken and written text. But email messages (especially when 
writ ten by skil led keyboarders who type almost as fast as they speak) exhibit 
m a n y of the f ea tu re s of s p o n t a n e o u s c o n v e r s a t i o n , and thus s t raddle 
convent ional boundar ies . (The even newer form, text-messaging, is still harder 
to categorize.) Similarly with word classes. The basic categories are serviceable 
enough in mos t cases (even if the term adverb is a reposi tory for a rather 
a l a rming r a n g e of funct ions) , but there are p len ty of excep t ions . When 
automated taggers assign 'portmanteau tags' such as AJO-VVG or NN1-AJ0, it is 
not necessari ly a sign of inadequacy in the programs: rather, their uncertainty 
mir rors a genu ine (and probably intractable) lack of clar i ty, or at least of 
consensus , a m o n g human analysts. At what point, for example , does forgiving 
change from verb to adjective? Or, in expressions l ike summer vegetables and 
City's summer interest in Middlesborough midfielder Phil Stamp, is s u m m e r a 
noun or an adjective? An even more adjectival noun is core: management gurus 
forever talk about core values, core competencies , and core business activities, 
and in contexts like this core is a lmost a lways used to modify other nouns. But 
there are signs now of it finally crossing the species barrier (following a route 
already taken by the word key) into true adjectival territory: 
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I don't think there will be a lot of people buying big mainframes, but they are 
core to the business for the people who have them. 
Core to the design is the provision of three rows of seats with places for seven 
adults. 

The point is not that traditional word classes are suddenly exposed as faulty 
categories, but simply that we cannot regard them as watertight groupings to 
which items can be assigned with absoluteconfidence and with no 'leakage'. 

Which brings us, inevitably, to the fuzziest category of all, that of word 
meaning . There is general agreement that the same word-form can mean 
different things in different contexts. But this unexceptionable premise is a very 
long way from the notion that, for any given word, there is a well-established 
and generally agreed inventory of distinct and mutually-exclusive senses. Here 
again, the endemic fuzziness has long been recognized 4 , but access to large 
corpora has greatly sharpened the perception that word meaning can be regarded 
as (at best) yet another form of prototype. There is an interesting parallel here 
with the classification of species in the natural world. In his recent update of The 
Origin of Species, the geneticist Steve Jones (Jones 1999) shows how access to 
more detailed information - at the genetic level - has forced scientists to re
assess the discrete categories established by Linnaeus 250 years ago. In reality, 
the D N A evidence suggests that 'species can, in the new world of molecules, no 
longer be seen as absolutes ' . They are not so much dist inct units as rough 
groupings of individuals, each with its own unique attributes. Jones concludes 
that 'Whatever species m a y be ... they are not fixed. Instead, their boundar ies 
change before our eyes . . . differences blend into one another in an insensible 
series'. 

It would be difficult to find a better description of how. word meaning works . 
The goal of automated word sense disambiguation (of fundamental importance 
to NLP) is confronted by increasing doubts among lexicographers - fuelled by 
large quant i t ies of corpus data - as to whe ther there is anyth ing there to 
disambiguate . Sue Atkins ' own position on this issue ('I don't believe in word 
senses') has passed into lexicographic folklore, while the subject has also been 
much discussed by Patrick Hanks. Hanks (2000b.) proposes a model where a 
word does not have separate meanings but rather a set of meaning potentials , 
each of which may be activated in particular contexts . This view of meaning 
presen ts an interest ing chal lenge for l ex icography , because the way that 

4 For example by Apresjan (1974): 'Explanatory dictionaries greatly exaggerate the measure of 
discreteness of meanings and are inclined to set clear-cut borders where a closer 
examination. ..reveals only a vague intermediate area of overlapping meanings' (ibid. 9) 
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dict ionaries conven t iona l ly handle meaning divisions - with a 'flat' structure 
consist ing of individual numbered senses - does not reflect reality: it 'creates a 
false picture of what really happens when language is used' (Hanks 2000b. 205). 
T w o recent a t tempts to resolve this problem are worth a brief look. In the New 
Oxford Dictionary of English (NODE, 1998), itself a Hanks brainchild, entries 
are divided into one or more 'core' senses, each of which 'acts as a gateway to 
other, related subsenses ' (Introduction). Thus for example the entry for the verb 
escape begins with a general definition of the 'core' meaning ('break free from 
conf inement or control ' ) , which is fol lowed by several subsenses descr ibing 
more specialized uses (such as gas or liquid escaping from a pipe). A variation 
on this approach is used in the Macmillan English Dictionary for Advanced 
Learners (MED, 2002) . Here , the entry structure reflects a view that, in many 
cases , a word will have some clearly distinct meanings that conform quite well 
to the convent ional dic t ionary model , but then other much fuzzier meaning-
clusters, where a basic semant ic core is elaborated, in real text, in a variety of 
ways . In practical te rms, this means that the entry for escape (unlike NODEs.) 
accords full mean ing status to ideas such as accidental leakage from a container 
(Five tonnes of crude oil had escaped into the sea) or failure to remember or 
recognize someth ing (// had not escaped her attention that he was late again), 
but treats the 'gett ing away from dangerous or unpleasant si tuations' idea as a 
meaning-cluster with several subsenses. Both approaches allow us to show the 
under ly ing re la tedness a m o n g the 'meanings ' of essentially monosemous (or at 
least, o l igosemous) words like escape, and also make it easier to account for 
semant ic nuance , speaker att i tude, and metaphor (see Appendix for both these 
entries). 

Neither policy works perfectly in every case, but both are a move in the right 
d i rec t ion : they r e c o g n i z e ' fuzziness ' and a t tempt to c rea te l ex icograph ic 
s t ructures that reflect it. T h e process we see here is one that begins with a 
theoretical observat ion, which is then corroborated by corpus data and which, 
f inally, drives an effort to achieve a more l inguist ical ly plausible and (for 
dictionary users) more intuitively satisfying account of word meaning. 

5. G o o d o l d - f a s h i o n e d l e x i c o g r a p h y 

This process forms part of what Sue Atkins has called 'synthesis' (Atkins 1993. 
7ff.) - the point at wh ich ana lyzed corpus data is turned into publ i shable 
dict ionary text. Much of this relates to the way linguistic features are described 
and presented ( inc lud ing , inter alia, s t ra tegies for handl ing po lysemy, as 
discussed above). There is also, however , the issue of selection, and here Sue's 
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notion of 'lexicographic relevance' 5 (like all the best insights, blindingly obvious 
after a moment ' s reflection) has immense value. Consider , for example , the 
following entries from well-known learner's dictionaries: 

(1) 
i n a r t i c u l a t e /£ [UK phonetics], $ [US phonetics] / adj unable to 

express feelings or ideas clearly, or expressed in a way that 
is difficult to understand • When it comes to expressing 
their emotions, most men are hopelessly inarticulate. • His 
speech was inarticulate and it was obvious he had been 
drinking. 
i n a r t i c u l a t e l y /£ [UK phonetics], $ [US phonetics] / adv • Pm 
afraid I'm expressing myself rather inarticulately. 
i n a r t i c u l a c y /£ [UK phonetics), $ [US phonetics] / , 
i n a r t i c u l a t e n e s s /£ [UK phonetics], $ [US phonetics] / n 
[U] • The inarticulacy of most politicians makes me wonder how 
they ever managed to get themselves elected. 

(2) 
N o r w e g i a n [phonetics] (Norwegians) 

1 Norwegian means belonging to or relating to Nor
way, or to its people, language, or culture: The main 
road from Murmansk to the Norwegian border is still closed 
to foreigners .. .1 stood there breathing the fresh Norwe
gian air. • A Norwegian is a person who comes from 
Norway: Many Norwegians feel that Norway is a cultur
ally young country. 
2 Norwegian is the language spoken by the people who 
live in Norway: It is interesting that Grainger spoke 
Norwegian. 

Neither entry could be criticized as being 'wrong' (in the sense of conveying 
false information), nor is the presentation noticeably at fault: the definitions and 
examples are clear enough and unlikely to pose problems for advanced learners 
of English. And yet. . . bo th entries, in my view, fall down badly in terms of 
relevance. In the case of (1) , the enormous amount of space devoted to derived 
forms is of quest ionable value for the intended user. The two nominal ized 
forms, inarticulacy and inart iculateness , for example , appear a total of seven 

5 For example: 'During the synthesis stage, the compiler extracts from the collection of ordered 
facts those that are relevant to the particular dictionary being written' (Atkins 1993. 8, 
emphasis mine). See also Fillmore & Atkins 1998. 
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t imes in the 100-mil l ion-word B N C (and the derived adverb, just three t imes): 
w h a t , rea l is t ica l ly , is the l ikel ihood of the average advanced learner ever 
encounter ing these extremely rare words? Is it great enough to justify giving two 
examples of their use? Entry (2) raises similar issues: Norweg ian certainly rates 
an entry because it is not a predictable derived form (in the way that Bulgarian, 
for example , is). But do advanced learners really need to be told how this noun 
is pluralized, and do they really need all these examples of the word in use? 
W h a t is their function? In the vast majority of cases, the user will look up this 
word having seen it in context and been unsure of its meaning: for this reference 
purpose , a s imple entry showing that N o r w e g i a n is related to N o r w a y will be 
m o r e than adequate . Users of pedagogical dictionaries need examples either to 
he lp elaborate the mean ing of concepts that are difficult to describe, or to serve 
as models for product ion , especially in the case of words whose combinatorial 
behav iour is complex and (to learners) unpredictable. What characterizes both 
these entries is a failure to dist inguish information that is merely true, from 
information that is relevant. 

These quest ions are far from trivial because, in a paper dictionary, any space 
used for showing one information-category is, necessarily, no longer available 
for any other use . A lack of real clarity about the issue of relevance will thus 
h a v e very signif icant impl icat ions for the degree to which a dict ionary can 
a n s w e r the mul t i fa r ious ques t ions that its users will ask of it. As Johnson 
lugubriously recognized, 'they that take a dictionary into their hands have been 
accus tomed to expec t from it, a solution of almost every difficulty' (Johnson 
1747. 5) - in other words , dictionary users want it all. Our job as lexicographers 
is not to at tempt the impossible task of catering for every conceivable need, but 
to deve lop an informed, 'utili tarian' v iew (in the Jeremy Bentham sense) of 
w h i c h precise subset of all the available information is relevant to the needs of 
the greatest number of users in the greatest number of situations. 

Before returning finally to the question of the respective roles of computers 
and human editors, let us look at some data for a word that raises a typical cross-
sect ion of the problems that lexicographers face - and find ways of resolving -
on a daily basis. 

L ike many adjectives, o ld-fashioned seems to draw much of its meaning (in 
the broadest sense of the term) from its context. Disambiguation is by no means 
straightforward. W e find, for example, a range of speaker-attitudes, going all the 
way from negative, through neutral, to very positive: 
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'I'm ready now, darling, I'll just put my scarf on.' Sousan looked pained. 'No 
one wears headscarves in London, Mummy. Jt's very old-fashioned.' . 
Fortunately, the number of these old-fashioned classes seems to be gradually 
falling. 
She had to hire someone to clean her house. You can bet her old-fashioned 
husband won't offer to do half! 
Paula had no patience for making conversation with Gran, who tended to have 
very old-fashioned, dyed-in-the-wool ideas. 

Here, old-fashionedness has connotations of outdatedness and irrelevance: it 
arouses irritation or disapproval. In many cases, though, the word is used as a 
value-free descriptive adjective, especially of everyday objects and furnishings: 

At the back of the house ... the big, old-fashioned bathroom with its noisy 
pipes and its huge wood-surrounded bath. 
On its top was a simple oak cross ... and an old fashioned black telephone, the. 
receiver off the rest and lying on its side. 
Patrons recline in an old-fashioned barber chair. 
Hilbert and Lewis and Beryl sat in old-fashioned deck chairs with striped 
canvas seats. 

Finally, there are many situations where being old-fashioned is seen as a 
virtue - evoking a sense of nostalgia for 'the good old days': 

We're a very small, old-fashioned type of club [with the subtext: 'And that's the 
way we like it.'] . 
The reception area [is]... decorated to conform to the same image, conveying 
an image of discreet, old-fashioned comfort and luxury. 
The real way to improve the health of the capital city's people lies with such 
old-fashioned concepts as full employment, decent housing and good 
education. 
The story...resulted from 'old-fashioned gumshoe reporting' 
Whatever happened to good old-fashioned values? 

The word's chameleon-l ike quality somet imes leads speakers to be explicit 
about which attitude they are invoking in given context: 

He is, in the best sense, an old-fashioned doctor. 

Something even more interesting happens when we narrow our search to the 
expression good old-fashioned. There are of course plenty of corpus instances 
showing the (expected) positive sense: 
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Mine's [=my watch] a good old-fashioned proper mechanical wind-up job. 
Domestic security is simply a matter of good old-fashioned common sense. 
It demonstrates that good old-fashioned methods can mean tastier meat. 
It's a miracle of good old-fashioned craftsmanship. 

But there are almost as many cases where the effect is quite different: 

businesses that thrive on paranoia .. and good old-fashioned nosiness 
There remain good old-fashioned nationalist dictators ... 
...the robberies and the shootings - you know, good old-fashioned New York 
City crimes 

How had a good old-fashioned food scare mutated into serious political 
trouble? 
...bears a suspicious resemblance to good old-fashioned idle speculation 

W e also hear about good old-fashioned guilt, greed, and self-interest. Exactly 
wha t is happening here is a matter for interpretation, but there is an observable 
tendency to use this express ion in an ironic way, when talking about things 
w h i c h - though regre t t ab le - are also somehow comfort ingly familiar. Bill 
L o u w comment s on the way that irony 'relies on a col locat ive clash' (Louw 
1993.157) . The effect, in other words , depends on the disjunction that arises 
w h e n expected co l loca tes (like 'common sense' or 'patriotism') are replaced by 
something less edifying. 

And so to the ques t ion that we started with. The process of taking data like 
this and turning it in to dictionary text that is both appropriate and accessible to a 
specific user-group is one of some complexity. Account ing for the behaviour of 
a word l ike o l d - f a s h i o n e d raises issues of word sense disambiguat ion (how 
m a n y mean ings a re there here? Only one , according to s o m e dict ionar ies , 
several according to o thers ) and might well be informed by insights from -
a m o n g other fields - lexical semantics, pragmatics , and semantic prosody. And 
all this might cons t i tu te jus t one quar ter of an average day's effort for the 
work ing lex icographer . T h e wonderful thing about technology is that it can 
supply us with the v o l u m e of data that we need (and, increasingly, with the 
software for summar iz ing its salient features) in order to uncover and describe 
linguistic behaviour of this type. But the idea that the interpretive and 'synthetic' 
par ts of lexicography can be automated to any significant degree seems to me 
unlikely and possibly misguided. For the forseeable future, tasks like this will be 
m o s t effectively p e r f o r m e d by a co l labora t ive par tnership of h u m a n s and 
machines . For we require not only high-quality data and cut t ing-edge software, 
bu t a lso that rare c o m b i n a t i o n of edi tor ia l j u d g m e n t , marke t knowledge , 
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linguistic awareness, and good old-fashioned intuition that Sue Atkins possesses 

in such abundance. 

P o s t s c r i p t 

'We can only see a short distance ahead, but we can see plenty there that needs to be 

done.' 

(Turing 1950.460) 
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A p p e n d i x 

Entries for escape from the New Oxford Dictionary of English (NODE) and the 
Macmil lan English Dictionary for Advanced Learners (MED) 

e s c a p e • verb [no obj.] break free from confinement 
or control: two burglars have just escaped from prison\ 
[as adj. escaped] escaped convicts 
_ [with obj.] elude or get free from (someone): he drove 
along the dual carriageway to escape police _ succeed in 
avoiding or eluding something dangerous, 
unpleasant, or undesirable: the driver escaped with a 
broken knee\ [with obj.] a baby boy narrowly escaped death. 
_ [with obj.] fail to be noticed or remembered by 
(someone): the name escaped him. I it may have escaped 
your notice, but this is not a hotel _ (of a gas, liquid, or 
heat) leak from a container _ [with obj.] (of words or 
sounds) issue involuntarily or inadvertently from 
(someone or their lips) a sob escaped her lips. 

New Oxford Dictionary of English ( 1 9 9 8 ) 
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e s c a p e 1 /i'skeip/ verb • -*•"*• 
jl get away from sth bad 
2 avoid sth unpleasant 
3 not remember/notice 
,4 come out by accident 
5 go away on holiday 
t PHRASES 
1 [I] lo get away from a p lace where you are in 

• danger: Three people died in the fire, but John 
escaped through the bedroom window. • +frOtn 
His family escaped from Germany and arrived 
in Britain in I9JS. 1a. [I/T] to get away from a 
very unpleasant situation: people trying to 
escapepo verty • +frOItl She saw university as a 
way to escape from her oppressive home life. 
1 b. [I] to get away from a p lace that you are not 
supposed to leave such as a prison: She was 
shot while trying to escape. 1C. [I/T] to get away 
from an embarrass ing o r annoying si tuation: 
Maggie started talking to me and I thought Id 
never escape. • escape Sb'S clutchesVc was 
trying to escape the clutches of two amorous 
young girls. 
2 [I/T] to avoid being killed or seriously injured 
in an accident or attack: Two security guards 
escaped injury in the attack. • +Wlth Mr Smith 
escaped with cuts and bruises. • 6SCapB 
unhurtfunharme(funscathed//i/ /i.?;-mv<v(w^/ 

•baby escaped unscathed. • escape with yOUf 
life (=avoid being kil led) He was lucky lo 
escape with his life. 2a. [T] to avoid a difficult 
or unpleasant situation: The area has escaped 
the ravages of war. • Hughes seems certain to 
escape punishment. • narrowly 6SCap6 
Durham narrowly escaped defeat in their first 
match of the season. 2b. [I/T] to avoid thinking 
about or deal ing with an unpleasant si tuation 
you are in: +from The cinema allowed people to 
escape from'the depressing realities of their 
lives. 

3 [T] if something e scapes you, you cannot 
r emember it or you do not notice it: His name 
escapes me right now. • // seems to have 
escaped him that / was the one who first 
introduced him to her. ' • 08Cap6 your 
attentlorfnotlee// had not escaped my attention 
that Joseph was absent. 
4 [I] to c o m e out o f a container, usual ly by 
accident: How will we know if there's any gas 
escaping? • About five tonnes ofcrude oil had 
escaped into the sea. 4a. literary to c o m e out o f 
your mouth , although you did not intend it to: A 
weary sigh escaped from her lips. 

5 [I] informal to go away on hol iday: We re 
hoping to escape to the Algarve in May. 
there's no escaping the fact thatsed for 
saying that someth ing is definitely true o r 
important , even though you may prefer to think 
that it is not 

Macmillan English Dictionary for Advanced Learners 




